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correlated electron materials: overview

• phase transitions
• structural phase transition of SrTiO3

• x-ray diffraction to investigate phase transitions
• structural aspects of transition metal oxides
• orbital and charge order in La1-xCaxMnO3

• resonant scattering to study orbital/charge order

• magnetic properties of transition metal oxides
• magnetic scattering
• resonant magnetic scattering
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Phase transitions
examples:
• solid - liquid - gas
• structural phase transition (SrTiO3)
• magnetic phase transition
• Mott-metal-insulator transition
• macroscopic quantum phenomena (superconductivity, suprafluidity)
• quantum phase transitions (at zero temperature, driven by pressure, magnetic field)

• glass transitions (amorphous solids, spin-glasses, quasi-crystals) 
   (non-equilibrium states)
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classification of phase transitions
Ehrenfest classification:

    smoothness of the chemical potential μ
    First order if the entropy s = -∂μ/∂T is discontinuous at the transition.

   Problem: derivatives of μ can diverge as a transition is approached.

Modern classification:

    Fist order transitions have non-zero latent heat. 
    Are also called discontinuous.

    All other transitions are continuous phase transitions.
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structural phase transition of SrTiO3

• phase transition - breaking of symmetry

• stable structure at temperature T determined by minimum of the free energy F = U - T· S

• Orderparameter Q

	 	 Q=0 in the disordered phase

	 	 Q=1 in the completely ordered phase

• Phase transition at temperature Tc

• For continuous phase transitions, ordered and disordered regions form at Tc with out energy cost -

  critical fluctuations
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Landau theory
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phenomenological description of phase transitions

:

β critical exponent



Susceptibility - correlation function
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Landau theory and beyond
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• Landau theory is independent of the dimension of the system and dimension of the 
  orderparameter, fails to describe fluctuations around Tc, good approximation for T ≠ Tc

• Landau-Ginzburg theory takes position dependent fields into account and describes
  behavior around Tc

• Renormalizing Group theory most complete theory to describe phase transitions.
  Results in proper values for critical exponents and could predict the scaling laws, the
  relation between different critical exponents.

• Predicts also the universality hypothesis, that the behavior at a phase transition is given
  only by the dimension of the system and the dimension of the orderparameter, but not
  the specific interactions.



example: structural phase transition in SrTiO3

perovskite structure:
Pm3m  (#221)
lattice parameter ac

below 105 K:
I4/mcm  (#140)
at = √2 ac , ct

orderprameter: spontaneous strain
φ2= ct(T)/a0(T) - 1
 a0(T) = 2/3 a(T) + 1/3 c(T)
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Figure 1 A schematic diagram of a triple axis spectrometer [From Ref. 8]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2 The structure of the distorted phase of SrTiO3 proposed in ref. 11 [From Ref. 14] 



investigation of structural phase transitions by 
x-ray diffraction
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1st approach: determination of lattice parameters

2nd approach: determinations of intensity of high-temperature phase
        “forbidden” reflections.
	 	 	 	 determination of the space group
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3-axis diffractometer
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diffractometer
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investigation of structural phase transitions by 
x-ray diffraction
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soft mode transition
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Figure 3 The neutron groups obtained for the (1/2,1/2,1/2) mode in SrTiO3 at 

temperatures of 115K and 225K [From Ref. 14] 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4 The temperature dependence of the triplet soft mode in SrTiO3 showing good 

agreement with the predictions of Cochran [From Ref. 14] 

phonon energy: 
inelastic neutron scattering

static lattice distortion:
x-ray diffraction
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correlated electron materials: 
transition metal oxides
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• physical properties determined by interplay of charge, orbital, spin 
  and lattice degrees of freedom
• high Tc superconductivity
• colossal magnetoresistance
• multiferroic behavior



correlated electron materials: 
transition metal oxides
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3d electronic Eigenstates: Rn * Ym2(Θ,ϕ)
quantum numbers: 
   n=3 (radial)
   l =2 (angular momentum)
  m= -2 ... +2 magentic   (5-fold degenerate)

in a cubic crystal field: e.g. LaMnO3

V(r) = ∑ Zi e2/|r - Ri|    Madelung Potential

in rectangular coordinates:
V4(r) = 5/2 V40 (x4 + y4 +z4 -3/5r4)

perovskite structure



cubic crystal field
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Eigenstates in cubic crystal field:
d(x2-y2)  ∝ √2π/5 (Y22 + Y2-2)    = 1/2√3 (x2 - y2)/r2

d(3z2-r2) ∝ √4π/5 Y20                = 1/2 (3z2 - r2)/r2

d(xy)      ∝ 1/i √2π/5 (Y22 - Y2-2) = √3 (xy)/r2

d(yz)      ∝ √2π/5 (Y2-1 + Y21)     = √3 (yz)/r2

d(zx)      ∝ 1/i √2π/5 (Y2-1 - Y21) = √3 (zx)/r2

crystal field splitting:
10Dq

eg

t2g

d(xy) d(yz) d(zx)

d(x2-y2) d(3z2-r2)



Hund’s rules
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electrons occupy orbitals such that the gound 
state is characterized by:

1. the maximum value of the total spin S
   allowed by the exclusion principle

2. the maximum value of orbital angular
   momentum L consistent with S

3. Spin-orbit interaction:
 J = |L + S| for more that half filled shell
 J = |L - S| for less than half filled shell

Mn3+:  [Ar] 3d4

ms

+2
+1

0
-1
-2 S=2  (4 x 1/2)

L=2  (2+1+0-1)
J =0  ( |2-2| )



Jahn-Teller distortion
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lifting of d-electron degeneracy

dx2-y2 d3z2-r2

dx2-y2
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cooperative Jahn-Teller distortion - orbital order
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e.g.  LaMnO3

no change in lattice parameters



resonant x-ray scattering
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resonant x-ray scattering
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Resonant X-Ray Scattering from Orbital Ordering in LaMnO3
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Dipole resonant x-ray scattering from ordered Mn 3d orbitals in LaMnO3 has been observed near
the Mn K-absorption edge. The polarization of the scattered photons is rotated from s to p 0 and
the azimuthal angle dependence shows a characteristic twofold symmetry. A theory for the resonant
scattering mechanism has been developed by considering the splitting of the Mn 4p levels due to the Mn
3d orbital ordering. The order parameter of the orbital ordering decreases above the Néel temperature
(TN ! 140 K) and disappears at TO ! 780 K, concomitant with a structural phase transition.
[S0031-9007(98)06638-1]

PACS numbers: 61.10.Dp, 71.90.+q

Over the last few years, magnetic-field-induced phe-
nomena in perovskite-type manganites, such as negative
colossal magnetoresistance (CMR), have attracted a great
deal of attention [1]. In these materials, the charge, spin,
and orbital degrees of freedom each play important roles.
However, while the charge and spin configurations have
been investigated by neutron and electron diffraction tech-
niques, it has proved difficult to observe the orbital or-
dering directly. Nevertheless, Murakami et al. [2] have
recently succeeded in detecting orbital ordering in the
doped layered-perovskite La0.5Sr1.5MnO4, by using reso-
nant x-ray scattering techniques with the incident pho-
ton energy tuned near the Mn K-absorption edge. In
this Letter, we describe the observation of orbital order-
ing in the undoped, three-dimensional perovskite LaMnO3,
using the same techniques. LaMnO3 is of fundamental
interest as the parent compound of CMR materials, and
has been much studied as a result both experimentally
[3,4] and theoretically [5,6]. Our results confirm the pic-
ture of orbital ordering given by Goodenough in 1955
[7]. In addition, we present a theoretical description of
the resonant scattering mechanism based on the splitting
of the Mn 4p levels, induced by the orbital ordering of
the Mn 3d eg states.
The electronic configuration of Mn31 ions in LaMnO3

is (t3
2g, e1

g) using Hund’s rule as a first approximation.
The three t2g electrons are localized, while the eg elec-
tron orbitals are strongly hybridized with the oxygen p
orbitals. There is, in addition, a strong distortion of the
MnO6 octahedra [3], which has been ascribed to a co-
operative Jahn-Teller effect [8]. This distortion suggests
that there is a (3z2 2 r2)-type orbital ordering of the eg
electrons which is extended in the basal a-b plane. A

schematic view of the expected orbital ordering in the a-b
plane is shown in Fig. 1, together with the spin configura-
tion. Magnetically, LaMnO3 is an A-type antiferromagnet
(TN ! 140 K). The magnetic structure is stabilized by
the ferromagnetic superexchange interaction of the eg elec-
trons in the plane and by the antiferromagnetic interaction

FIG. 1. Upper panel: Schematic view of the orbital and spin
ordering in the a-b plane of the perovskite manganite, LaMnO3.
The orbital ordering along the c axis is expected to repeat the
same pattern. Lower panel: Schematic energy level diagram
of Mn 4px,y,z in the orbitally ordered state.
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at the absorption edge the atom form 
factor depends on the incident and 
scattered polarization:

f = f0 + Δf(ω)

    Δf(ω) = etf · f ’(ω)· ei

    f ’ = (f ’α,β) = r0/m ∑j
〈1s｜Pβ｜4pj〉〈4pj｜Pα｜1s〉
     E(4pj) - E(1s) - hω - iΓ/2

f|| = r0         |D|2 
m   h(ω-ω0)+2Δ-iΓ/2

f⊥ = r0         |D|2 
m   h(ω-ω0) - Δ-iΓ/2

with 〈1s｜Pα｜4pj〉= D δαj



(3 0 0) Intensity
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azimuthal dependence
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resonant scattering at transition metal L-edges
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• direct sensitivity for d-electrons, thus orbital order is probed directly, 
   not the Jahn-Teller distortion as for k-edge
• large resonant enhancement for magnetic order

• small momentum transfers achievable, (100)-reflection of LaMnO3 not
  accessible
• surface sensitive probe
• ultra high vacuum conditions necessary



doping - charge order
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Pr1!xCaxMnO3 is a ferromagnetic insulator, and is believed

to exhibit an orbitally ordered ground state analogous to that

observed in LaMnO3. The electronic configuration of the

Mn3" (d4) ions is (t2g
3 , eg

1) with the t2g electrons localized

at the Mn sites. The eg electrons are hybridized with the

oxygen 2p orbitals, and believed to participate in a coopera-

tive Jahn-Teller distortion of the MnO6 octahedra. This leads

to a (3x2!r2)-(3y2!r2)-type of orbital order of the eg
electrons in the ab plane with the oxygens displaced along

the direction of extension of the eg orbitals. A schematic

illustration of this orbitally ordered state for x#0.25 is

shown in Fig. 3!a",5 with the orbital unit cell marked by the
solid line. The excess Mn4" ions in this material are believed

to be disordered, though recently, other proposals have been

put forward.36–38 It is noteworthy that the orbital period is

twice that of the fundamental Mn spacing, so that orbital

scattering appears at structurally forbidden reflections. In

orthorhombic notation, for which the fundamental Bragg

peaks occur at (0,2k ,0), the orbital scattering then occurs at

(0,k ,0).

Recently, the possibility of the existence of both charge

and orbital ordering at x#0.25 has been suggested by vari-
ous theoretical approaches.36–38 Mizokawa et al.36 studied a

related material, La1!xSrxMnO3, and found an ordered ar-

rangement of (3x2!r2)-(3y2!r2)- and (3z2!r2)-type or-

bitals surrounding the Mn4" sites at x#0.25. While this
structure is inconsistent with the magnetic structure in

Pr0.75Ca0.25MnO3, it first raised the possibility of structures

other than those proposed by Jirak et al.5 As discussed be-

low, however, we have found no evidence for this type of

charge ordering.

For Ca concentrations 0.3#x#0.7, Pr1!xCaxMnO3 be-

comes an antiferromagnetic insulator at low temperatures

!see Fig. 2", and exhibits colossal magnetoresistance in ap-
plied magnetic fields, with the metal-insulator transition oc-

FIG. 1. Schematic structure of Pr1!xCaxMnO3. Small spheres

correspond to oxygen, and large spheres to Pr or Ca. The Mn atoms

are at the center of the octahedra. Solid lines show the orthorhombic

unit cell used in this paper.

FIG. 2. Composition-temperature phase diagram of

Pr1!xCaxMnO3 in zero magnetic field !following Ref. 5". The full
lines indicate the charge/orbital transition temperature (TOO/CO);

antiferromagnetic transitions (TN) are marked with dashed lines

and ferromagnetic transitions (TC) with dotted lines.

FIG. 3. Schematic of the charge, orbital, and magnetic order in

Pr1!xCaxMnO3. Filled circles represent Mn
4" ions, shaded figure-

8’s represent Mn3" ions, and the arrows indicate the in-plane com-

ponents of the magnetic ordering. Solid lines show the orbital-order

unit cell; dashed lines show the charge-order unit cell. !a" Proposed
orbital ordering for x#0.25, !b,c" Charge and orbital order for x
#0.4 and 0.5, with !c" showing an orbital antiphase domain wall.

X-RAY RESONANT SCATTERING STUDIES OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 195133

195133-3

La0.5Ca0.5MnO3

crystal field
Jahn-Teller
distortion

Mn4+



charge/orbital order resonant diffraction
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has a shoulder at lower energy that rises to a resonant peak at

6.544 keV. This is followed by a dip and another smaller

peak centered near 6.58 keV. The profile of the !0,3,0" re-
flection shows a resonant peak at slightly higher energy

!6.546 keV" relative to the !0,1,0" reflection, and the addi-
tional structure appears inverted. This is a clear signature of

an interference process, involving the resonant and nonreso-

nant contributions to the charge order scattering. The non-

resonant scattering may, in principle, result from the valence

modulation itself !which is weak", or from an accompanying
lattice modulation, or both. The resonant scattering arises

from the anomalous parts of the Mn3! and Mn4! scattering

factors, which are distinct.

For comparison, the energy dependence of the scattering

at the charge order wavevector !010" of the x"0.5 sample is
shown in Fig. 11. The data were obtained without an ana-

lyzer, and so include both the #!# component and any #

!$ component. The line shape is nearly identical to that

obtained for the x"0.4 sample at the same reflection.
A series of broader ranged energy scans of the !0,3,0"

reflection taken at various azimuthal angles for the x"0.4
sample is shown in Fig. 8. The basic features noted in Fig. 10

are reproduced there. In addition, there is a dip in the scat-

tering at 6.44 keV, which reflects the Pr L2 absorption edge.

We believe that the peak at 6.64 keV in the scan at %"0
arises from multiple scattering and can be ignored. Except

for a decrease of the resonant intensities, very little else

changes in these spectra as a function of azimuthal angle, as

was also observed for the orbital-ordering reflection.

A quantitative study of the dependence of the charge-

order scattering on the azimuthal angle, at the !0,3,0" reflec-
tion is shown in Fig. 9. The filled squares record the behavior

of the maximum resonant intensity obtained at 6.546 keV,

while the open squares give the intensity measured off reso-

nance at 6.47 keV. As before, these data have been normal-

ized by the average of the !020" and !040" fundamental
Bragg intensities. In contrast to the nonresonant charge-order

scattering, which is flat as expected, the resonant charge-

order scattering exhibits a pronounced azimuthal depen-

dence, with the same sine-squared behavior as observed

above for the resonant orbital scattering.

A possible explanation of the azimuthal dependence fol-

lows simply from the Mn contribution to the structure factor

of (0,k ,0) charge-type peaks:

f !0,k"odd,0"" f 3!
n"1! f 3!

n"#1#2 f 4! . !3"

f 3!
n"1(n"#1) are the atomic form factors for the Mn3! ions on

the two orbital sublattices, where n"1,#1 is defined in Fig.
4. As emphasized above, these quantities are second rank

tensors near resonance. We take f 4! to be spherically sym-

metric and write

f 3!
n"#1"! a 0 0

0 b 0

0 0 b
" , f 3!

n"1"! b 0 0

0 a 0

0 0 b
" , !4"

where f 3!
n"#1 and f 3!

n"1 have the symmetries 3x2#r2 and

3y2#r2, respectively. Calculating the polarization and azi-

muthal dependence of the scattering,

I"#&! i•F̃0k0!%"•&! f #2, !5"

we find a twofold azimuthal dependence in the #!# chan-

nel, with zeros at %"0 and 180°, as observed. In addition,
Eq. !5" predicts a #!$ component with a fourfold symme-

try !with zeros at 0°, 90°, 180°, 270°) although with a
significantly smaller intensity !which we were unable to ob-
serve". We remark that it is the anisotropy of the structure
factor f (0,k"odd,0) that gives rise to the observed azi-
muthal dependence. In this sense, the ‘‘charge-order’’ reflec-

tion has some orbital character.

In order to model the energy dependence of the charge-

order scattering, we write the structure factor as a sum of the

scattering factors of the Mn3! and Mn4! ions within the unit

cell, including both resonant and nonresonant terms for

each.50 Here, for simplicity, we neglect the tensor character

FIG. 10. Polarization-resolved scans of the intensity plotted ver-

sus incident photon energy of the charge !0,1,0" and !0,3,0" reflec-
tions of the x"0.4 sample near the Mn K absorption edge.

FIG. 11. Intensity plotted versus incident photon energy of the

charge !0,1,0" reflection of the x"0.5 sample, near the Mn K ab-
sorption edge.
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samples, respectively. The intensities are plotted versus k in

counts per second and shown on a logarithmic scale. Twin-

ning within the ab plane was observed in all three samples.

It is visible as a peak splitting in low-momentum-transfer

resolution scans, such as shown in Fig. 5!a" for the x!0.25
sample. This splitting is not observed in high-resolution

scans, for which the resolution volume never overlaps the

second peak #Fig. 5!b"$.
The large peaks falling at k!2,4 in both scans in Fig. 5

correspond to bulk allowed Bragg reflections expressed in

orthorhombic units. Their intensities were obtained using Al

absorbers, and should be considered qualitative. Referring to

the x!0.25 sample #Fig. 5!a"$, the peaks at k!1,3 corre-
spond to orbital ordering with the periodicity defined in Fig.

3!a". Count rates of 400/sec were obtained at the !0,1,0" re-
flection on the NSLS X21 wiggler beam line. For the x

!0.4 sample, the peaks at k!0.5, 1.5, and 2.5 correspond to
orbital ordering, while those at k!1,3 correspond to charge
ordering, both with the periodicities defined in Fig. 3!b".
Typical count rates for this sample obtained at the NSLS

bending magnet beam line X22C reached 1500/sec at the

!010" reflection and 3000/sec at the !0,1.5,0" reflection. Con-
sidering the many differences between the two beam lines

and the geometries employed, we have not attempted to

make quantitative comparisons of the intensities. The origins

of the peaks at k%0.65 and 1.4 are unknown. Both peaks
persisted in the diffraction pattern above the charge- and

orbital-ordering temperatures, however, and were not studied

further.

It is clear from the figure that the wavevectors for charge

and orbital ordering in all three samples are simply commen-

surate with the lattice, and independent of concentration.

Further, the measured peak positions are all consistent with

the periodicities proposed in Fig. 3 for the different orbital

and charge ordered structures. The temperature dependence

of the charge and orbital order wavevectors will be discussed

further in Sec. VC below.

B. Resonant scattering

1. Orbital reflections

Figure 6 shows the energy dependence of the scattering at

the !100" orbital wavevector of the x!0.25 sample as the
incident x-ray energy is tuned through the Mn K absorption

edge !6.539 keV". These data were obtained with a Si!111"
analyzer on the CMC-CAT undulator beam line 9ID at the

Advanced Photon Source !APS". A large resonant signal is
visible at &'!6.547 keV, reaching more than 20 000

counts per second near the edge. In addition, there are two

smaller peaks at higher energies (&'!6.56 and 6.575 keV",
and one below !at &'!6.534 keV). The inset shows the
lower-energy peak in more detail. No signal was observed at

energies 100 eV above or below the absorption edge, imply-

ing that only pure resonant scattering was present in this

sample. Polarization analysis !performed on bending magnet
beam line X22C at the NSLS" suggests that the scattered
signal is predominantly ( polarized, consistent with a rota-

tion of the incident linear polarization from being perpen-

dicular to the diffraction plane, ) , to lying within the diffrac-

tion plane, ( . It should be added that all of the data shown
here, and in Figs. 7, 10, and 11 below, were obtained at an

azimuthal angle *!90°. As a function of azimuthal angle,
the resonant intensity observed for the x!0.25 sample takes
maxima at *!90° and 270°, and minima at 0° and 180°.
All these results are all similar to those obtained previously

at the orbital wavevector of LaMnO3, including the four-

peaked fine structure in the energy dependence, an identical

polarization and azimuthal dependence, and the absence of

nonresonant scattering away from the edge.7,45

Figures 7!a" and 7!b" show the energy dependence of the
scattering at the !0,1.5,0" and !0,2.5,0" orbital wavevectors of
the x!0.4 sample, again as the incident x-ray energy is
tuned through the Mn K absorption edge. These data were

FIG. 6. Intensity plotted versus incident photon energy of the

orbital !010" reflection of the x!0.25 sample near the Mn white
line at 6.547 keV. These data were taken at APS beam line 9ID with

an energy resolution of 1.5 eV. Inset: Closeup of the preedge feature

at 6.535 keV.

FIG. 7. Polarization-resolved scans of intensity plotted versus

incident photon energy of the orbital !0,1.5,0" and !0,2.5,0" reflec-
tions of the x!0.4 sample near the Mn K absorption edge.
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Pr1!xCaxMnO3 is a ferromagnetic insulator, and is believed

to exhibit an orbitally ordered ground state analogous to that

observed in LaMnO3. The electronic configuration of the

Mn3" (d4) ions is (t2g
3 , eg

1) with the t2g electrons localized

at the Mn sites. The eg electrons are hybridized with the

oxygen 2p orbitals, and believed to participate in a coopera-

tive Jahn-Teller distortion of the MnO6 octahedra. This leads

to a (3x2!r2)-(3y2!r2)-type of orbital order of the eg
electrons in the ab plane with the oxygens displaced along

the direction of extension of the eg orbitals. A schematic

illustration of this orbitally ordered state for x#0.25 is

shown in Fig. 3!a",5 with the orbital unit cell marked by the
solid line. The excess Mn4" ions in this material are believed

to be disordered, though recently, other proposals have been

put forward.36–38 It is noteworthy that the orbital period is

twice that of the fundamental Mn spacing, so that orbital

scattering appears at structurally forbidden reflections. In

orthorhombic notation, for which the fundamental Bragg

peaks occur at (0,2k ,0), the orbital scattering then occurs at

(0,k ,0).

Recently, the possibility of the existence of both charge

and orbital ordering at x#0.25 has been suggested by vari-
ous theoretical approaches.36–38 Mizokawa et al.36 studied a

related material, La1!xSrxMnO3, and found an ordered ar-

rangement of (3x2!r2)-(3y2!r2)- and (3z2!r2)-type or-

bitals surrounding the Mn4" sites at x#0.25. While this
structure is inconsistent with the magnetic structure in

Pr0.75Ca0.25MnO3, it first raised the possibility of structures

other than those proposed by Jirak et al.5 As discussed be-

low, however, we have found no evidence for this type of

charge ordering.

For Ca concentrations 0.3#x#0.7, Pr1!xCaxMnO3 be-

comes an antiferromagnetic insulator at low temperatures

!see Fig. 2", and exhibits colossal magnetoresistance in ap-
plied magnetic fields, with the metal-insulator transition oc-

FIG. 1. Schematic structure of Pr1!xCaxMnO3. Small spheres

correspond to oxygen, and large spheres to Pr or Ca. The Mn atoms

are at the center of the octahedra. Solid lines show the orthorhombic

unit cell used in this paper.

FIG. 2. Composition-temperature phase diagram of

Pr1!xCaxMnO3 in zero magnetic field !following Ref. 5". The full
lines indicate the charge/orbital transition temperature (TOO/CO);

antiferromagnetic transitions (TN) are marked with dashed lines

and ferromagnetic transitions (TC) with dotted lines.

FIG. 3. Schematic of the charge, orbital, and magnetic order in

Pr1!xCaxMnO3. Filled circles represent Mn
4" ions, shaded figure-

8’s represent Mn3" ions, and the arrows indicate the in-plane com-

ponents of the magnetic ordering. Solid lines show the orbital-order

unit cell; dashed lines show the charge-order unit cell. !a" Proposed
orbital ordering for x#0.25, !b,c" Charge and orbital order for x
#0.4 and 0.5, with !c" showing an orbital antiphase domain wall.
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The temperature dependences of the orbital- and charge-
order intensities of the x!0.5 sample between 10 and 300 K
are shown in Figs. 15!a" and 15!b". The orbital ordering in-
tensities were again obtained from k scans of the !0,1.5,0"
reflection using Ge!111" and Cu!220" analyzer configura-
tions, with the latter in a #!$ geometry. The signal rates in
these experiments were weak ("10/sec at T!220 K), mak-
ing a definitive characterization of the temperature depen-
dence difficult. Charge-order intensities were obtained at the
!0,1,0" reflection using a Ge!111" analyzer. All of these data
were obtained at the Mn K-edge resonance.
Referring to Figs. 15!a" and 15!b", the orbital-ordering

intensity is approximately constant between 10 and 150 K,
and begins to fall off between 150 and 200 K, reaching zero
at about 250 K. The charge-order intensity is also constant
between 10 and 150 K, but exhibits a much clearer decrease
near the Néel temperature TN!170 K. A similar decrease at
TN was observed for the orbital intensity of LaMnO3,

8 where
a correlation was made between the long-range antiferro-
magnetic order and the orbital order. Although this trend is
suggested in each of the samples studied here, with TN
!140, 170 and 180 K in the x!0.25, 0.4, and 0.5 samples,
respectively, only the data for the charge ordering of the x
!0.5 sample is convincing. Despite repeated attempts to
quantify this behavior in the other samples, we still cannot
claim to have measured a definitive link between the mag-
netic ordering and the charge and orbital ordering in each
case.

2. Correlation lengths

High-momentum-transfer-resolution longitudinal scans of
the Bragg, charge-, and orbital-ordering line shapes of the
x!0.4 and 0.5 samples are superimposed on each other for
comparison in Figs. 16!a" and 16!b". The data were obtained
at low temperatures !10 K" in the ordered phase using a
Ge!111" analyzer. Solid lines indicate the results of scans

through the !0,2,0" Bragg peaks; open circles indicate scans
through !0,2.5,0" orbital peaks; and filled circles give the
results obtained for the !0,3,0" and !0,1,0" reflections of the
charge-ordered peaks of the x!0.4 and 0.5 samples, respec-
tively. It is clear from the figure that the Bragg and charge-
order peaks have similar widths, approximately correspond-
ing to the momentum-transfer resolution at each Q. This
implies that the correlation lengths of the structure and of the
charge order are at least 2000 Å in each case. The small
differences in width probably reflect the Q dependence of the
resolution function. In contrast, the orbital-ordering peaks in
both samples are significantly broader than the resolution,
implying smaller orbital domain sizes.
Estimating the correlation length, % , with %!b/2$&k ,

where b is the lattice constant, and &k the half-width of the
orbital peaks, we find orbital correlation lengths %!320
#10 Å and 160#10 Å for the x ! 0.4 and 0.5 samples,
respectively. We note that in the analysis the charge-order
peaks were fitted with Lorentzian line shapes, while the
orbital-ordering peaks were fitted with squared Lorentzians.
When necessary for deconvolution, a Lorentzian-squared
resolution function was used, as derived from the structural
Bragg peaks. These line shapes were chosen simply for the
quality of the fit, and have not been justified theoretically.
It follows from these correlation lengths that the x!0.4

and 0.5 samples do not exhibit long-range orbital order, but
instead form a domain state with randomly distributed an-
tiphase domain boundaries. A schematic view of such a do-
main wall is shown in Fig. 3!c". In contrast, the charge or-
dering is much more highly correlated.
The presence of an orbital domain state sheds light on

recent neutron diffraction studies of Pr0.5Ca0.5MnO3 !Refs.
53 and 27" and powdered La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 !Ref. 29". In the

FIG. 15. Upper: Temperature dependence of the scattering at the
orbital !0,1.5,0" reflection of the x!0.5 sample. Circles and squares
were obtained with a Ge!111" analyzer, triangles with a Cu!220"
analyzer. Lower: Temperature dependence of the scattering at the
charge !0,1,0" reflection obtained with a Ge!111" analyzer. FIG. 16. Upper: Longitudinal scans of the Bragg !0,2,0", the

charge !0,1,0", and the orbital !0,2.5,0" reflections of the x!0.4
sample at T!8 K. Lower: The same for the x!0.5 sample. Data
have been normalized to the same peak intensity to facilitate com-
parison.
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solids state phase transitions
	 order parameter
	 power laws with critical exponents
	 correlation length
	 superlattice reflection

transition metal oxides
	 symmetry of d-electrons in cubic crystal field
	 Jahn-Teller effect
	 resonant x-ray scattering
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Is it possitble to measure orbital order (magnetic order) in LCMO at the Mn L-edge?
At which position of (h,k,l) can magnetic scattering be measured?


